Coursera AWS
Certification

About Coursera
Coursera is an online education platform that was
founded in 2012 for specializations and degrees. It
offers content from top universities like Stanford,
Princeton, the university of Pennsylvania, and the
university of Michigan. It provides courses and
degrees for campus, enterprises as well as
Government. It is well equipped with courses in
categorically every subject matter including
science, engineering, humanities, data science,
machine learning, medicine, and marketing.

Amazon Web Services
and Its Certification
The show must go on! This phrase makes a lot more
sense to the world now. No matter what the
business needs to survive, rather thrive at all
instances. The real challenge thrown at any industry
is keeping up with the pace, the pace of the everchanging and growing demands of the customer
base. This calls for remote access to everything at
any time.

Answer? Cloud computing, putting the business
on cloud. On-demand delivery of IT-services
online on the go. Zero hustle compared to
maintaining physical data centres and servers.
An efficiently low cost, more secure and most
importantly remote access from anywhere that
has an internet connection.

AWS- Amazon Web Services holds the lion’s
share in the existing cloud services market. They
provide more than 100 services for cloud. These
services include database management, data
centres for storage, computations, security and
much more. The best part, pay for the service
you need. Hence, AWS helps the companies to
structure the entire business. It creates the
infrastructure to run all the applications but
without the chaos of physical hardware.

Benefits of AWS Certification
From start-ups to greatest of enterprises, also frontline government agencies build up AWS customer
base. Needless to say, AWS professional experts are in the front row of demand right now.
•

The industry zero upon the fact that AWS certification requires quite a lot of commitment. Hence,
people with such certifications are greatly valued in the market.

•

The future of cloud computing seems a in a clear peak at this moment, with estimated 83% of
workloads on the cloud by the year end.

•

A number of options to resurface careers. With emerging need in cloud expertise and it is only
expected to bloom further, a lot of new ventures will come in action.

•

It’s a blessing for freelancers, as more and more enterprises invest into AWS start-ups would look for
individual experts for a cost-efficient experience.

•

Lastly, a nice hike in paycheck. According to global surveys, expected raise can be upto 25%.

Cousera Courses on AWS Certifications
•

AWS Fundamentals Specialization- https://www.coursera.org/specializations/aws-fundamentals

•

AWS Fundamentals: Going Cloud-Native- https://www.coursera.org/learn/aws-fundamentals-goingcloud-native

•

AWS Fundamentals: Building Serverless Applications- https://www.coursera.org/learn/awsfundamentals-building-serverless-applications

•

AWS Fundamentals: Migrating to the Cloud- https://www.coursera.org/learn/aws-fundamentals-cloudmigration

•

AWS Computer Vision: Getting Started with GluonCV- https://www.coursera.org/learn/aws-computervision-gluoncv

•

AWS Fundamentals: Addressing Security Risk- https://www.coursera.org/learn/aws-fundamentalsaddressing-security-risk

•

Getting Started with AWS Machine Learning- https://www.coursera.org/learn/aws-machine-learning

•

Cloud Computing Security- https://www.coursera.org/learn/cloud-computing-security

Our Promise
As we discussed about cloud-based IT- services, this calls for particularly skilled and highly efficient set
of employees. Therefore, there is a constant demand for trainings and re-skilling of the industry people.
With this growing demand, combined with the globalisation we needed to re-think our traditional
methods of trainings. Cloud or online training programs. These programs are readily available and aims
at a vast section of crowd sans the chaos of physical set-up. These not only provide hustle-free labs but
also makes it available to people located remotely.
We in Nuvepro strive to provide the industries with best in class support for AWS Certification Labs.
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